
	

Personal, Social and Emotional Development (PSED) 
 
Each term we have new children starting in the setting so 
there is always a focus on new beginnings, starting school, 
for example getting ourselves familiar with where things are 
in the setting such as toys, the toilets whilst also getting to 
know the adults and other children. 
As with every term there will be a specific focus on 
identifying and managing feelings and emotions. 
The focus for the children this term will be on relationships 
with other people.  They will be developing their teamwork 
skills through a variety of activities.  For example, in the 
classroom they will be building space rockets together, 
outside they will be using the parachute as a team.   
 
  
 

Physical Development 
  
Throughout this term we are focusing on two 
main areas of physical development, these will 
depend on the age and the development of 
individual child. 
Moving and handling:  
PE – The children will be using parachutes, 
shape stepping stones, dodging balloons, 
moving like an astronaut and throwing rockets 
to one another. 
Activities such as collage (cutting out circles), 
making large models in a group as well as 
individual models. 
Health and Self Care 
Toileting 
Handwashing 
Snacktime routines – eating healthily, trying 
pieces of fruit and vegetables 

Communication and Language 
 
The children will be developing their interaction skills with 
other people in the setting.   
As a team, they will be encouraged to create a large model 
of a space rocket. 
The children will be exploring new words linked to the topic 
Space, they will be extending their vocabulary, describing 
things that they see in pictures and books and then 
hopefully use that vocabulary in the imaginative play. 

Home/School Links 
 
Depending on the child they will be bringing home Read 
Write Inc activities, reading books. 
All children will be bringing home Wow sheets, these are for 
anything brilliant that your child might be doing at home – 
please share it with us! 
They will also have Rainbow Sheets. 

Literacy (These activities are personalised for all the 
children) 
 
Reading space related stories Alien in underpants, 
Whatever next, Q Pootle 5 for example.  The children will 
also be encouraged to retell the stories in their play or join 
in with repeated sentences. 
 
Blast – Boosting Language Auditory Skills and Talking, will 
be taking place reach day for children to talk part in. 
 
Read Write Inc (our phonics teaching scheme in school) will 
be taking place for children who have completed Blast and 
who are ready to begin learning phonics. 
 
All children will be encouraged to mark make with a variety 
of tools.  The children will be encouraged to make marks of 
different shapes and sizes on all sorts of materials (the 
playground, big pieces of wallpaper and chalk boards). 
 

Expressive Arts and Design 
 
Role play – this term the role play area will be a 
space ship focusing on the story ‘Whatever Next’ 
The children will be making lots of space related 
things from junk modelling, including space ships, 
moon vehicles, collage rockets, planet plates, 
papier Mache planets. 
Through music the children will be singing space 
songs. 
 
 
 
 

Mathematics  
 
These activities are personalised for all the children 
Number focus -  introducing Little Big Maths 
Counting forwards and backwards, so that our rockets 
can ‘blast off’! 
Building towers (rockets) of bricks and shapes, counting 
to compare the tallest/shortest. 
Using, recognising and comparing shapes (planets) 
Numeral recognition on robots and rockets. 
 
 
 

Understanding the World 
 
The children will be learning about space.  They will be 
looking at pictures of space, and learning some of the 
easier names of the planets.   
Using balloons the children will be making planets, 
designing their own as well as trying to copy the colours 
of real planets. 
The children will be playing with small world space 
figures using them in the sand tray and with space 
freezes on the tuff trays.  The children will be exploring 
computing by instructing the Beebots to travel to different 
planets.   

Visits/visitors 
 
Role play world, visit to Nunton Dairy Farm for Calving 
 


